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for the new 333 linear feet drainage pressure relief system upgrade
The Metropolitan/Ion SHV100i pumps are strong, high capacity
ble to withstand the constant water flow coming in on the island and
ability to move water quickly.
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tan is proud to help preserve
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overhaul, six new Metropolitan/Ion
model SHV100i pumps were installed
the
of Liberty
withStatue
two spare pumping
units leftfor
on
site in case an emergency repair was
needed.
As basement structures like the
Statue of Liberty settle, their
foundations can crack and water
can seep in. Sometimes leaks
are dramatic with water covering
the basement floor and ruining
everything in its path. Avoiding
the risk of structural damage for a
historic monument like the Statue of
Liberty is a necessity.
The existing pumps were unable to
hold drainage pressure for the new

where the window was and installed
a channel drain where there was an
future
exterior door to avoid the pressure
being pushed up through the slab.
To avoid interrupting the daily
working hours on the Island, the
demolition work was done at
night. In order to get on the island
the maintenance workers had to
coordinate with a material barge
since the ferry didn’t run at night.
The remaining installation and
repairs were done during normal
business hours.
Metropolitan Industries is proud to
help preserve the Statue of Liberty
for future generations.

enance
team working on the island to complete the waterproofing project.
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Did you know?

METROPOLITAN ACQUIRES
EMECOLE, INC. Looks towards future growth
EMECOLE

BEFORE

AFTER

Concrete Wall Crack Repair

Carbon Fiber Stabilization

Concrete Slab Repair

Crawl Space Encapsulation

Sump Pumps & Backup Systems

Interior Drainage

Exterior Basement Waterproofing

Concrete & Brick Sealers

Metropolitan Industries has reached another historic business
milestone. The prominent water management, technology solutions
company closed on their acquisition of Emecole, Inc. in September. The
sale shows a positive growth for the future of both companies.

METROPOLITAN IS
NOW A PART OF
MANUFACTURING
AND DISTRIBUTING
CONCRETE REPAIR
CHEMICALS AND
WATERPROOFING
SOLUTIONS.
Above: A Look At The Newest Metropolitan
Industries Family Member : Emecole Metro LLC
Product Offering Located In Romeoville, Illinois

Founded and based in Romeoville, IL, Emecole Metro LLC.
manufactures and distributes concrete repair chemicals and
waterproofing solutions. For nearly 30 years, Emecole has been
the industry leader in concrete repair chemicals and waterproofing
solutions. Emecole was founded by Louis Cole. Cole always carried
the drive to reduce the labor and costs associated with leaking cracks
from basement foundations. In his career, Cole has been awarded 10
patents including creating his state-of-the-art low-pressure injection
system that has become the leading industry standard for approaching
concrete crack repairs.
The purchase allows Metropolitan Industries to cross-promote between
the two business by allowing each company’s products to be sold in
the territories and markets covered by the other company. At present,
Emecole Metro’s operations will remain in their existing facility.
John Kochan, Jr. stated that he is, “excited for the new team to
strengthen the family business as we look forward to our commitment
to continued growth and for Metropolitan to continue to be a market
leader in all our areas of business both today and tomorrow.”
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METROCLOUD BRINGS CLOUD-BASED
TECHNOLOGY TO SCADA
This now available SCADA technology provides cost saving benefits
for commercial, industrial and municipal customers looking to
inexpensively, yet reliably, monitor their equipment.

Traditional SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition)
Systems require significant
upfront capital investment such
as servers, software licenses, IT
infrastructure, and communication
infrastructure. Recurring costs
such as annual software support,
phone, Internet, computer
maintenance or replacement, IT
costs and communication systems
maintenance can put a strain on
budgets, especially for smaller
municipalities and industrial and
commercial customers.
To stay on the forefront of
technology, Metropolitan Industries’
Research and Development team
created MetroCloud, a cloud based
SCADA system. MetroCloud uses
a cloud infrastructure hosted
from secure 3rd party suppliers.
MetroCloud offers the most complete
and reliable cloud infrastructure
available with a 99.9% uptime
and multiple server configuration
separated geographically in fault
redundant zones. Additionally,
MetroCloud systems have the same
functionality of a locally hosted
SCADA computer and can provide
thin client access from all smart
personal devices whether iOS,
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Android, Windows, computer, tablet,
or phone.
MetroCloud is an affordable solution
to those seeking to improve
their existing SCADA systems.
Metropolitan Industries has kept it
simple; $0 upfront licensing costs,
$0 integration costs (on standard
products) and $0 annual support
costs. MetroCloud has low monthly
fees and minimal setup fees for
most systems, saving a lot of costs
for SCADA systems. Municipalities
can reallocate funds to other critical
areas typically associated with
SCADA systems, such as PLC and
controls upgrades supporting their
SCADA system.

addresses to cellular devices. For
Ethernet based communication,
IPSEC VPN tunnels use the military
grade encryption algorithms to
protect data. With MetroCloud,
all servers are in the cloud – this
eliminates physical security concerns
related to computer/server access.
MAC address filtering secures
network access at physical locations
rejecting all devices not intended to
be on the network. Further easing
security concerns, customer-side
equipment is never exposed to the
Internet. Bottom-line, MetroCloud
provides the most secure and
reliable SCADA solution on the
market today.

MetroCloud also provides enhanced
security to its systems to eliminate
the common problems of malicious
intent, malware, viruses and physical
security. MetroCloud’s security has
the combined efforts of several
programs. All information coming
or going from the MetroCloud is
secure. For customer remote access,
SSL VPN tunnels are used to ensure
information is encrypted and secure.
For cellular based communication,
MetroCloud has created private
network connections to our cellular
partners and utilizes only private IP

Metropolitan Industries has supplied
remote alarm and monitoring
systems for operators and
maintenance personnel to monitor

MetroCloud customers also have
access to “best in the business”
control system personnel with over
100+ years of combined real world
experience engineering, installing,
and maintaining SCADA systems and
controls. In addition, MetroCloud
has an ever-growing library of online
resources, YouTube videos, quickstart guides and a 24-7 support
number.
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and control their systems for over
35 years.
This same SCADA technology
is now available for building
maintenance staff and industrial
customers seeking to inexpensively
monitor their equipment. With
MetroCloud, costs associated
with BAS and Industrial plant
applications are a thing of the past.
Standard Metropolitan control
products are MetroCloud “SCADA
ready” to handle many typical
applications including: booster
pump, break tank, tower fill, lift
station, temperature control,
pressure control, level control, and
more.
Visit www.metrocloud.us or
contact Metropolitan for a
demonstration and for details on
your system.

Above: Enjoy Cost-Effective Innovations When Accessing Your SCADA System With Any Mobile
Device On The Road With MetroCloud SCADA

MONITOR FROM ANYWHERE.

METRO CLOUD PUTS VITAL INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS, 24/7.

PROCESS AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
MONITORED AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON,
DIRECTLY FROM YOUR SMART DEVICE.
With MetroCloud all mission-critical SCADA components
are built into the core product. Get fully integrated
SCADA features with the latest security updates ensuring
secure communication between the master system
and the remote stations.
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REHAB OF MUNICIPALITIES’ PUBLIC
WORKS FACILITIES CREATES COST SAVINGS
AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS
Small and large projects alike, Metropolitan is more than capable of helping
municipalities stay current with the latest industry trends while tending to
the needs and requests of system owners/operators, and ultimately providing
a quality product, service and solution to exceed customer expectations.

Sanitary and storm water lift stations are simply asked
to run when required without issue for years and even
decades. However, they sometimes are over-looked or
forgotten regarding maintenance. Municipalities must
budget their money to maintain equipment, make
upgrades, or just stay up-to-date with the latest water
management technology. There are several factors to look
at when deciding what, how and when to make changes
to existing systems including safety, reliability, durability,
performance and value or cost.
Left Top: Detail of Joliet Lift Station Control Panel
Left Bottom: Joliet Lift Station Control Panel -Originally In The FieldUpgraded & “Cleaned Up” At Metropolitan Industries
Right Top: New Lift Station Control Panel For One Of 34 Lift Stations
Upgraded For City Of Joliet
Right Top Page 7: 40 Year Old Lift Station Upgrade Jobsite Near
Barrington, Il
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Local communities and utility companies often look to
Metropolitan Industries for assistance when seeking input
on decisions for their communities. The following are a few
examples of local communities who have used a variety of
Metropolitan’s equipment and technologies to stay current
with the latest industry trends.
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Adding new access hatches with the latest fall prevention
options is a simple way to make the collection system
operator’s lives easier and safer. Providing a solid stationary
platform (grating) below the “open” access hatch can help
prevent falls while allowing operators to observe their
systems at the same time.
Frequent repairs or multiple service trips to temporarily fix a
problem on a station is a sign to begin the upgrading process.
Rather than repair an assortment of outdated equipment,
including many differently configured and a variety of
manufacturers’ controllers, the City of Joliet, IL made
the decision to upgrade and standardize their lift station
controllers. This allowed the city to easily add the collection
system components to their SCADA monitoring system.
Using our LMS II transducer-based lift station controller, the
City of Joliet was able to upgrade 38 of their existing stations
in the first phase of their SCADA system improvements. Using
cellular modems, new Allen-Bradley PLCs and working with
the city’s engineer, Metropolitan was able to improve the

Bolingbrook, IL Lift Station

Minooka, IL Office Park Lift Station

speed, accuracy and reliability of data and alarms from each
of the lift stations. Several of the sites were field-modified to
the new control system while many others were incorporated
into new control enclosures or added to control buildings of
some of the larger facilities.
Other communities and system operators have had to
upgrade or replace entire stations plus re-invent what the
ideal station might look like for a combination of variables.
Incorporating on-site stand-by power, as well as chemical
addition, updating security and aesthetics, are some of the
reasons customers, including the Village of Lake Zurich, City
of Joliet and Illinois-American Water/Bolingbrook, IL, came
to Metropolitan for assistance in creating their standard lift
station. Metropolitan is also able to assist with a variety of
other options including safety features, flow measurement,
SCADA systems, site constraints, while at the same time
improving the operational reliability of their systems by
taking an entire system approach of each location.
When performance lessens and other issues become

Shorewood, IL Seil Rd Lift Station

Joliet, IL Route 6 Lift Station
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Joliet, IL - West Park Lift Station Before

Joliet, IL - West Park Lift Station After

prevalent at a lift station, Metropolitan Industries provides complete system responsibility for local communities like
Minooka, Oak Brook and Crest Hill. In cases where an existing facility is failing or has fallen into a state of disrepair,
it is time to provide a solution that properly reflects the owner’s needs while paying attention to details and
improvements that make sense to incorporate in one complete project rather than in phases.
When complete solutions are not within the budget, it is often wise to get as much “bang for the buck” while still
making significant improvements to as many of the issues at hand as possible. That is why communities like
Shorewood, Romeoville and Lockport often turn to Metropolitan to provide quality improvements at a value that
exceeds the costs associated with such upgrades; whether through standard specification and bidding processes,
the use of design-build agreements or even direct purchase by the owner. Metropolitan is more than capable
of tackling small and large projects, while tending to the needs and requests of system owners/operators, and
ultimately providing quality products with quality service and a quality solution to exceed expectations.
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Lockport WWTP Chemical Building (Bonnie Brae)
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METROPOLITAN PROVIDES ANSWERS TO
SILICON VALLEY WATER REUSE SYSTEM
Metropolitan Industries prides itself on having an industry focus on projects that help with the quality of public
water systems. Our recent involvement in the Silicon Valley Advanced Water Purification Center focused on the
greater Silicon Valley community, reshaping the recycled water industry as a whole.
The Silicon Valley Advanced Water Purification Center (SCAWP) is one of the largest water purification plants
in northern California. The facility purifies treated wastewater effluent using three proven processes – microfiltration, reverse osmosis and ultraviolet light. The purified water is then blended with the existing recycled water
supply produced at a neighboring facility. The SCAWP aims to improve recycled water quality and increase water
reliability; therefore creating a locally controlled high quality water supply.
As part of a recent potable water line
project at the Purification Center,
Metropolitan Industries supplied an
air gap break tank booster pump
package. Air gap pumping systems
are used to protect water supplies
from potential contamination. The
air gap assembly and break tank
provide a positive disconnect from
the water source to down steam
water connections. The pumps and
controls that were provided as part
of the complete factory prepackaged
system are necessary to re-pressurize
the potable water supply for use
throughout the facility. The factory
built system, which was designed to
be installed outdoors, includes three
vertical multi-stage pumps, piping,
valves, electrical controls and a plant
wide SCADA system interface.

Top: Metropolitan Industries Supplied A Factory Pre-Fabricated Potable Water Air Gap
Pump Skid Installed At The Silicon Valley Advanced Water Purification Center Located
In San Jose, Ca.
Bottom: Protected Water Air Gap Pump Skid And Water Storage Reservoir At The
Silicon Valley Advanced Water Purification Center.

Overall, the SCAWP system is a
unique project to combat the
nature of water conservation and
water consumption for the Silicon
Valley. Metropolitan Industries’
involvement with Silicon Valley
Advanced Water Purification Center
helps Metropolitan gain insight about
communities water management
technology ideals. We look forward to
the long term results of this project.
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ON THE ROAD AGAINJust can’t wait to get on the road again
Hobart, Indiana: In August, Metropolitan’s
Municipal division hosted their Trailer Day Tour
with the first stop in Hobart, Indiana. Here, we
hosted an educational Trailer Day showcasing
our pump and control offerings for Northwest
Indiana Public Works directors, operators,
engineers and local mayors.
Joliet, Illinois: In August, we attended the
Southwest Chapter of the American Public
Works Association Demo Days (APWA). The day
provided another stop on our Trailer Day Tour
to introduce members to Metropolitan’s control
systems and provided an outlet to showcase the
newly available MetroCloud SCADA.
Bridgeport, West Virginia: A trip to West Virginia
proved to be a success with the North Central
West Virginia Infrastructure Initiative. We made
presentations to contractors as well as village
and township employees on our products
including SCADA monitoring products.
Elmhurst, Illinois: This fall, Metropolitan added
a stop at the Joint Product Day for Chicagoland
and Suburban Water Systems. Attendees were
impressed by Metropolitan’s capabilities as
well as the catalog of projects involving water,
wastewater and storm water systems.
If you would like to schedule a trailer visit at your
company or town, contact us at 815-886-9200 ext.
260.
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Header: The Wholesale And Municipal Trailers Both Were Showcased At APWA
Above Top: Municipal Salesman Mike Schiazzano Talking To Customers At APWA
Above Middle: Multiple Salespeople Outside Of The Municipal Trailer At APWA
Above Bottom: Wholesale Salesmen Brian Drafke & Russ Baker Talking To A Customer
At APWA
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In this photo, Zac Vawter practices walking with an experimental “bionic” leg at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. [CREDIT: Brian Kersey, via AP]

REHABILITATION
INSTITUTE OF
CHICAGO
Rehabilitation health care centers
are a vital part of life for those
looking to make the transition
back to normalcy after an injury.
Since 1954, the doctors, nurses and
specialists of the Rehabilitation
Institute of Chicago have had one
mission - providing the highestquality patient care with the best
outcomes.
Recently, The Rehabilitation
Institute of Chicago turned to

Metropolitan Industries for help to
smoothly continue their mission
while upgrading their antiquated
water heating systems in the rehab
center. The Rehabilitation Institute
of Chicago wanted to have the
latest temperature control system
to allow them precise monitoring
and temperature control of their
hot water systems. Metropolitan
Industries had the right answer
for The Rehabilitation Institute of
Chicago.

with small spaces and opening up
work spaces that the client can now
use. Typical applications for the
Semi-Instantaneous Water Heaters
would include hospitals, schools,
hotels, commercial buildings and
food and process industrial facilities.

The Rehabilitation Institute of
Chicago’s project incorporates
Metropolitan Industries’ powerful
ThermoTech™ control system.
ThermoTech™ is a customizable,
menu-configurable temperature
management controller operated
Metropolitan Industries provided
through a color touch screen, which
The Rehabilitation Institute of
enables precise management of
Chicago with a fully customized
a multitude of temperature based
Semi-Instantaneous Water Heater
processes. The overall goal of the
with Metropolitan Industries’ own
ThermoTech™ is to maximize the
ThermoTech™
Temperature Control efficiency of the system.
Panel. The SemiThis healthcare facility now has
Instantaneous Water an updated water heating system.
Heater package is
Metropolitan Industries’ involvement
the ideal solution for with providing water management
replacing an older
products to healthcare facilities
and costly tank style maintains their mission to always
system. The small
finding the right solutions for the
equipment footprint right facilities. The Rehabilitation
and customizable
Institute of Chicago can now
configurations are
continue to fulfill their mission
ideal for working
instead of spending time and
resources on hot water.
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Installed Semi-Instantenous Water Heaters With ThermoTech™ Controllers

Metropolitan
Industries, Inc.
37 Forestwood Drive
Romeoville, IL 60446

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AND CHECK YOUR EMAIL FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION & UPDATES
REGISTER BY PHONE
(815) 886-9200 ext. 260

SEMINARS 2017

REGISTER ONLINE AT
www.metropolitanind.com/training

Are you interested in attending one of our 2017 seminars for continuing education or professional development hours? Future dates will be
released at a later time, so please check in at www.metropolitanind.com/training for updated schedules. All seminars are conducted at our
facility in Romeoville, Ill. For complete descriptions, enrollment information and how we can bring courses to your facility. All courses are free
of charge and lunch is always provided.
Municipal

•Advances in SCADA Technology/ Infrastructure
Upgrades and Improvements
4 CEUs (IEPA*), 4 PDHs***
Wednesday, February 8 - 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
•Control and Pump Repair 101:
4.5 CEUs (IEPA*), 4.5 PDHs***
Please call for availability due to limited class size

Commercial
•Temperature Control & Water Heater Designs
4 PDHs or 4 CEUs***
Wednesday, February 22 - 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
•Condensate Return Systems
3 PDHs***
Wednesday, March 29 - 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm
•Commercial Sump & Sewage Pumps Pump Types /Application / Installation
4 PDHs***
Tuesday, March 14 - 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm

•Commercial Building Pressure Reducing Valves Application / Operation / Maintenance / Repair
4 PDHs or 2 CEUs***
Wednesday, February 15 - 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm

*Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
**Illinois Department of Public Health
***Professional Development Hours

Where: Metropolitan Industries, Inc 37 Forestwood Drive. Romeoville, IL 60446
Visit Our Website And Check Your Email For Updates

